
Dog Days Outdoor 2 Seat Sofa

All-weather rattan adds handwoven texture to an architectural tubular aluminum
frame. Designed to have great vistas from all angles, Dog Days is what happens
when a minimalist goes on vacation and gets in touch their inner hippy. Seat and
back feature ravioli style cushions upholstered in high-performance, mildew and
fade resistant Sunbrella™ fabric. Shop the entire Dog Days Collection

SUNBRELLA COAL /
CHARCOAL

SUNBRELLA LINEN /
WHITE

Product Details

Powder-coated aluminum with rattan
Quick dry foam cushions with water proofing layer and
Sunbrella fabric
Sunbrella Linen: 97% Acrylic / 3% Other | 45,000
Double Rubs
Sunbrella Coal: 100% Acrylic | 15,000 Double Rubs
Sunbrella fabrics can be cleaned and sanitized using
bleach or any additional disinfectants without
experiencing color loss or degradation
Sunbrella upholstery fabrics are Green Guard and
Green Guard Gold certified to meet the standards for
low chemical emissions and VOCs, contributing to
healthy indoor air
BIFMA rated
Ships fully assembled

DG1-2STSFA-CL SUNBRELLA COAL / CHARCOAL $2,299.00

DG1-2STSFA-LN SUNBRELLA LINEN / WHITE $2,299.00

Are you a trade professional? Visit bludot.com/trade-contract

BLUDOT.COM TEL 844.425.8368 service@bludot.com

https://www.bludot.com/trade-contract/


Dog Days Outdoor 3 Seat Sofa

All-weather rattan adds handwoven texture to an architectural tubular aluminum
frame. Designed to have great vistas from all angles, Dog Days is what happens
when a minimalist goes on vacation and gets in touch their inner hippy. Seat and
back feature ravioli style cushions upholstered in high-performance, mildew and
fade resistant Sunbrella™ fabric. Shop the entire Dog Days Collection

SUNBRELLA COAL /
CHARCOAL

SUNBRELLA LINEN /
WHITE

Product Details

Powder-coated aluminum with rattan
Quick dry foam cushions with water proofing layer and
Sunbrella fabric
Sunbrella Linen: 97% Acrylic / 3% Other | 45,000
Double Rubs
Sunbrella Coal: 100% Acrylic | 15,000 Double Rubs
Sunbrella fabrics can be cleaned and sanitized using
bleach or any additional disinfectants without
experiencing color loss or degradation
Sunbrella upholstery fabrics are Green Guard and
Green Guard Gold certified to meet the standards for
low chemical emissions and VOCs, contributing to
healthy indoor air
BIFMA rated
Ships fully assembled

DG1-3STSFA-CL SUNBRELLA COAL / CHARCOAL $2,699.00

DG1-3STSFA-LN SUNBRELLA LINEN / WHITE $2,699.00

Are you a trade professional? Visit bludot.com/trade-contract

BLUDOT.COM TEL 844.425.8368 service@bludot.com

https://www.bludot.com/trade-contract/

